Introduction.
In a recent paper [3] we proved graded analogs to theorems of Herstein [l] , [2] about the Lie structure of a simple ring. In this note results about the Jordan structure of a simple graded ring will be given. The main results are Theorem 1, which states that a homogeneous Jordan ideal that contains an even element also contains an irrelevant ideal, and Theorem 2, which states that a homogeneous Jordan ideal that is also a subring must contain an irrelevant ideal.
Preliminaries.
In a graded ring R= ©,-aoi?t, ideals of the form ®iinRi are irrelevant. R is a simple graded ring (sgr) if RiR^if)) for all i and./, and R has no relevant homogeneous ideals. A proof may be found in [3] . 
